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where a/R⋆ = 30000 is the fiducial value estimated from equation (10), tobs,dur is a observational

period, and Ntarget is the number of target stars. The adopted values of tobs,dur and Ntarget are the

typical values of Kepler. The estimated ntra is not big, but not so unlikely.

For fitting, we adopt P = 200, 000 days, and q1 and q2 from the official catalog of Kepler.

In summary, there are nine free parameters, t0, Rp/R⋆, b, a/R⋆, and ci(i = 0 ∼ 4) for the model

without the ring, and five additional parameters θ,φ, rin/p, rout/in and T for the model with ring.

We set the initial values of ci(i = 0 ∼ 4) to those obtained from a polynomial curve fitting for the

out-of-transit data.

First, we fit the planet alone model to the data. The blue line in Figure 9 is the best-fit model

without the ring. The best-fit parameters are listed in Table 4. The residuals from the fit clearly

have some systematic features, and the planet alone model fails to fully explain the light curve,

in particular, around 745.8 day (BKJD) in Figure 9. Therefore, we attempt to interpret the data

with the ringed planet model. After trying a lot of initial values for fitting, we finally find two

solutions, which give at least local minimums of χ2 in Equation (B4). Figure 9 shows the fitting

results of both fitting in the red and green lines. The best-fit parameters are shown in Table 4.

The geometrical configurations for both solutions are shown in Figure 10. Clearly, models with the

ring significantly improve the fit without ring.

In Table 4, values of Rp, Rin, and Rout are calculated on the assumption of R⋆ = 0.33± 0.05R⊙
(Wang et al. 2015). It turns out that the resulting ratio of ring and planet radii is similar to that

of Saturn: Rin ≃ 1.5Rp and Rout ≃ 2.0Rp.
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No signature of exoplanetary rings 
until now!

✔ Photometric effect of rings is very large.
✔ Mass of Rings is small Mring/Mp  ≒ 10-8 

(Saturn)
✔ Orbital speed of rings is very fast (20~30 

Noteworthy physical property for observation



Possible probes to detect rings
✓ Reflection of Light (e.g. Dyudina et al. 2005)
✓ Line broadening due to rings (e.g. Santos et al 

2015)
✓ Transit signature of rings (e.g. Schneider 2001)

3

• Kepler has detected over 
 8000 KOIs(Kepler Of 
Interests)!!
• Great precision light-curve 

data
• Plentiful easy-to-use tools 　
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Previous attempt to find rings
via transit photometry

   Heising et al. (2015) searched rings around 21 short-period 
KOIs

     No Sign Found. 

Instead, we searched for rings around long-period planets,
where ring particles are stable (Schlichting & Chang  2011).

– 27 –

Fig. 9.— Continued from previous page

– 32 –

Fig. 11.— Fits of 8 fiducial ring models to Kepler -15b. The di↵erent ring models are

referred to by their letter names given in each panel. In the upper plot of each panel,

the blue points represent the phase-folded lightcurve, and the red curve represents

the fit. Individual error bars are omitted for clarity, and the purple error bar in the

lower right indicates the average error about an artificial data point. The profile of

the ringed planet is also included. In the lower plot of each panel is a plot of the

residuals (data minus fit) in blue, with bin sizes given by the text, and a red line at

y = 0.

https://scholar.google.co.jp/citations?user=Sz4wVoIAAAAJ&hl=ja&oi=sra
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Selection of target objects 
89 Target Objects (37 KOIs + 41 Wang + 28 Uehara) 

Large anomalies in light curves:  
15 candidates 

(B)No anomaly, and values 
of parameters are 

constrained : 8 candidates 

(D) Reasonable anomaly for 
a ringed planet 
7 candidates

Transit was likely to occur at the target star 
KIC 10403228 

Possible ringed planet candidates 
KIC 10403228 

(C) Too large anomaly 
for a ringed planet 
8 candidate

No ring-like signatures and 
no constraint on Rout/Rp  

７ candidates

Ringed planet candidates identified by visual inspection  
5 candidates

No ring-like signatures, and 
values of Rout/Rp are 

constrained  
3 candidates 

(A)insufficient S/N:  66 
candidates

False positives   
4 candidates

Discussion for and against ringed planet hypothesis 

Fitting ringless model to data

Elimination of false positives  
by checking pixel data

Visual InspectionVisual Inspection

Systematic search for rings
START

GOAL
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Selection of long-period planets

• Long-period planet candidates listed in the official 

catalog

7
In total, we have 89 target objects 

for searching for rings. 

Transit photometry has little sensitivity to long-period 
planets

✓ Planet Hunters (Wang et al. 2015)
✓ Uehara et al. 2016 

• Long-period planet candidates independently found by 
+
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RINGPLANET ONLY

+0.5 days0 day-0.5 days

Sun

Ring!

Suppose that Saturn transits Sun
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Ingress egress

Fitting ringless model to data 
(simulation) 

Signature of rings are possibly left in 
residuals obtained from fitting single planet 

model.  
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Evaluation of Observed 
Anomalies

Theoretically expected signals
(We assume some 

   ring configurations)

Comparison    between 

Observed anomalies 
obtained 
 from fitting planet model

enables us to evaluate the magnitude of observed 
anomalies

Selection of target objects 
89 Target Objects (37 KOIs + 41 Wang + 28 Uehara) 

Large anomalies in light curves:  
15 candidates 

(B)No anomaly, and values 
of parameters are 

constrained : 8 candidates 

(D) Reasonable anomaly for 
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by checking pixel data
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Four categories
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(A)Expected S/N is insufficient

Noise is large, and we cannot discern rings if they exist. 

66 candidates

探索する長周期惑星の選定 (ケプラーで発見されたもの) 
89 Target Objects (37 KOIs + 41 Wang + 28 Uehara) 

蝕の光度曲線を惑星モデルでフィットした結果、 
惑星モデルからのズレが大きい系: 15 candidates 

(B)フィットしても顕著なズレが
見つからなかった系。ただS/Nは
十分大きいのでパラメータに制限
がつけられる系: 8 candidates 

(D) 観測的なズレの大きさが予想
されるリングによるズレと整合的

7 candidates

トランジットが惑星由来である蓋然性が高い系 
KIC 10403228 

リング付き惑星以外のモデルでは説明できなさそうな蝕を持つ系 
KIC 10403228 

(C) 観測的なズレの大きさ
が予想よりも大きい系 
8 candidates

ズレの形がリング由来のもの 
ではなさそうであるものの、 
パラメータに制限も付かない 

７ candidates

(C)と(D)の中から目視によりリング付き惑星らしいと判断された系 
5 candidates

ズレの形がリング由来のもの 
ではなさそうであり、パラメータ 

に制限がつけられる系 
3 candidates 

(A)予想されるリングシグナルの 
S/Nが小さい系:  66 candidates

惑星の蝕という解釈自体が怪しい系 
4 candidates

リング付き惑星モデル及びその他のモデルで解釈する

全ての光度曲線を惑星モデルでフィットする

Target Pixel Files を解析しトランジットが 
主天体で起こっているか確認する

目視による確認 目視による確認

Time-Flux on Pixels

           A B

A

B

KOI 1192.01

Time

Flux

惑星リングの質量は土星の場合、惑星質量の10-7。一方で測光的な影響は大きい(右図参照)ため、 
観測手段がトランジット法、反射光の継続観測、干渉計による観測などの測光及び分光観測に絞られる。

�
�	

太陽系外における惑星のリングの探索
東京大学宇宙理論研究室(須藤研) 修士２年 逢澤正嵩

太陽系外で惑星リングは見つかっていない。 ->   見つければいいじゃん!!! 
                                                               でもどうやって。。。。。。

Time

Flux

 Nearby star
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KIC 10403228
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θ = 50.6 deg 
φ = 43.4 deg 

Rp/R★ =0.29 
Rin/Rp=1.26 
Rout/Rp = 2.46 

+1 day0 day-1 day

Model w/ Ring 1

θ = 12.4 deg 
φ = 72.0 deg 

Rp/R★ =0.45 
Rin/Rp=1.59 
Rout/Rp =2.55  

+1 day0 day-1 day

Model w/ Ring 2

KIC 10403228

Cassini衛星が捉えた土星の輪

Heising et al. 2015 では21のケプラー衛星で発見された短周期惑星にてリングを探索。 
しかしリングは見つからず。この結果は惑星が星に近いとリング粒子が昇華したり、星に落ち込んだり(PR drag)、 
リングの軸が惑星の公転面に揃って惑星蝕による減光にリングの痕跡が残らなかったりするためである。

���������

�����

長周期惑星 
周りで探そう!

ということで、ケプラー衛星で発見された長周期惑星の中に惑星リングの痕跡が隠れてないか探しました!!

  

KIC10403228の各pixelにおける光度曲線。
近い星による光度汚染があるものの、 
トランジットは中心天体由来である。KOI1192.01の解析例。トランジット 

中心が明らかにずれている。

例えば

例えば

例えば
例えば

その探索の全貌がいま明らかに!!!

今回発見したリング付き惑星候補の光度曲線

結語

今回はこのトランジット法(惑星蝕の観測)を用いた

我々はリング探索のための方法論を提示し 
それをケプラー衛星で発見された89の長周期惑星 
候補の蝕に適用した。その結果、いくつかの 
系に対しリングの上限を与え、また1つのリング 
付き惑星候補を発見した。一方で、我々の探索の 
方法論、リング付き惑星による減光の 
高速計算モデル、リング付き惑星候補の詳細な 
解析例は将来のリング付き惑星にも応用が可能 
である。こうした試みを礎にし、 
「惑星リングは普遍的であるか」という問い 
に対して、近い将来科学的な答えが出ることを 
期待したい。また私もそれに回答できるように 
研究を深めていく所存である。

この天体の周期を見積もると 
おおよそ200,000日となり、トランジット法で 
発見できるにしては長い周期を持っていることが 
判明した。そこで、ケプラー衛星の観測期間での 
このトランジットの期待値を見積もったところ 
0.04となった。この値はかなり小さいが、 
小さすぎるとまではいかない。 
次に、この天体の光度曲線がリング付き惑星以外 
のモデルで説明できないかどうかを 
検証した。その結果星の活動によるノイズ、 
偏平な惑星、星表面上の黒点を惑星が通過する 
ときの増光、重力減光などの考えうるモデルにつ 
いては、今回の信号が説明することが 
とても難しいことを示した。
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(B) Sufficient S/N, but no anomaly 
found

– 12 –

Fig. 4.— Candidates in (B) with sufficient S/N to constrain Rout/Rp. The light curves (black

circles) are shown with the best-fit planet models (blue lines). The red points are excluded in

fitting. The horizontal axis shows time in BKJD = BJD - 2454833.0 (the Barycentric Kepler Julian

Date) offset by the central time of the transit.

We can detect some rings if they exist, but there are no 
feature. 

Instead, we can constrain parameters.

8 candidates
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(C) Too large anomaly for ringed 
planets

– 14 –

stellar activities.

Fig. 5.— Candidates in (C) with too large anomaly for a ringed planet. The format of the figure is the
same as Figure 4.

5.2. Elimination of false positives

We examine the reliability of transit signals for the five preliminary candidates. As a result, we

find that four are false positives, and KIC 10403228 still passes all criteria. More specifically, we

regard a target as a false positive if one of the following criteria is satisfied (Coughlin et al. 2016).

Criterion 1: The target object exhibits a significant secondary eclipse, which is expected for an eclipsing

binary.

Anomalies are too large to be explained by assumed 
models.

8 candidates
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(D) Reasonable anomaly for ringed 
planets

– 15 –

Fig. 6.— Candidates in (D) with moderate anomaly for a ringed planet. The format of the figure is the
same as Figure 4.

Anomalies are comparable to expected signals from 
assumed ringed planet model 

7 candidates
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stellar activities.

Fig. 5.— Candidates in (C) with too large anomaly for a ringed planet. The format of the figure is the
same as Figure 4.

5.2. Elimination of false positives

We examine the reliability of transit signals for the five preliminary candidates. As a result, we

find that four are false positives, and KIC 10403228 still passes all criteria. More specifically, we

regard a target as a false positive if one of the following criteria is satisfied (Coughlin et al. 2016).

Criterion 1: The target object exhibits a significant secondary eclipse, which is expected for an eclipsing

binary.

(C)

(D)

5 tentative 
candidate

15 anomalous transits

– 15 –

Fig. 6.— Candidates in (D) with moderate anomaly for a ringed planet. The format of the figure is the
same as Figure 4.

Visual inspection

Visual searching for ring-like anomalies 
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Time-Flux on Pixels

           A B
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Elimination of false positives through pixel-based analysis

Other originated signals contaminate light curve

Summed up
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5 tentative 
candidate

Time

Flux
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Four objects are excluded, and one remains

Transit comes from the 
target star
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Possible ringed planet “KIC 10403228”

Ringed planet model explains the data well  

– 19 –

where a/R⋆ = 30000 is the fiducial value estimated from equation (10), tobs,dur is a observational

period, and Ntarget is the number of target stars. The adopted values of tobs,dur and Ntarget are the

typical values of Kepler. The estimated ntra is not big, but not so unlikely.

For fitting, we adopt P = 200, 000 days, and q1 and q2 from the official catalog of Kepler.

In summary, there are nine free parameters, t0, Rp/R⋆, b, a/R⋆, and ci(i = 0 ∼ 4) for the model

without the ring, and five additional parameters θ,φ, rin/p, rout/in and T for the model with ring.

We set the initial values of ci(i = 0 ∼ 4) to those obtained from a polynomial curve fitting for the

out-of-transit data.

First, we fit the planet alone model to the data. The blue line in Figure 9 is the best-fit model

without the ring. The best-fit parameters are listed in Table 4. The residuals from the fit clearly

have some systematic features, and the planet alone model fails to fully explain the light curve,

in particular, around 745.8 day (BKJD) in Figure 9. Therefore, we attempt to interpret the data

with the ringed planet model. After trying a lot of initial values for fitting, we finally find two

solutions, which give at least local minimums of χ2 in Equation (B4). Figure 9 shows the fitting

results of both fitting in the red and green lines. The best-fit parameters are shown in Table 4.

The geometrical configurations for both solutions are shown in Figure 10. Clearly, models with the

ring significantly improve the fit without ring.

In Table 4, values of Rp, Rin, and Rout are calculated on the assumption of R⋆ = 0.33± 0.05R⊙
(Wang et al. 2015). It turns out that the resulting ratio of ring and planet radii is similar to that

of Saturn: Rin ≃ 1.5Rp and Rout ≃ 2.0Rp.
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ring significantly improve the fit without ring.
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(Wang et al. 2015). It turns out that the resulting ratio of ring and planet radii is similar to that

of Saturn: Rin ≃ 1.5Rp and Rout ≃ 2.0Rp.
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Fig. 8.— Light curves on pixels are shown along with the approximate depth of the transit. A red star
expresses the position of the nearby star. The depth is shallow in the left side of the region, where the
contamination from the nearby star is large.

σ is estimated to be 9.17× 10−4 from the out-of-transit data. This value is about 1.3 times larger

than the error recorded in the SAP data.

As the transit of KIC 10403228 is observed just once, we cannot infer the orbital period from the

timing of the transit. However, we can infer it from Kepler’s law. To achieve the grazing and large

transit of KIC 10403228, the geometrical width of the planetary path during the transit should be

comparable to the 2R⋆. So the transit duration Ttra is approximately given by

Ttra ≃
2R⋆

2πa
P. (10)

From Kepler’s law, one obtains

P ≃ 165, 000 days

(
ρ⋆

12.6 g cm−3

)(
Ttra

2 days

)3

. (11)

If we adopt Ttra = 2 days for the transit duration of KIC 10403228, and the stellar density ρ⋆ =

12.6± 6.0 g cm−3 from Wang et al. (2015), P ≃ 2× 105 days.

Before fitting, we examine how often we expect to see a transit of a planet with P = 2 × 105

days. Let us suppose all the stars host planets with P = 2× 105 days. Then, the expected number

of transit is written by

ntra = 0.037

(
Ntarget

150, 000

)(
tobs,dur/P

4× 365 days/200, 000 days

)(
R⋆/a

1/300, 00

)
, (12)
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6.2. Implication of the fitted model for KIC 10403228

The radiative equilibrium temperature of the ring particle is given by

Teq ≃ 16.4K

(
30000

a/R⋆

)0.5( T⋆

3386K

)(
1−A

1− 0.5

)0.25

, (13)

where we fiducially adopt the Bond albedo of the ring particle A of 0.5. The stellar effective

temperature T⋆ = 3386 K of KIC 10403228 is taken from Wang et al. (2015). Since the equilibrium

temperature expected from the model is much lower than the temperature 170 K at the snow line

(Hayashi 1981), icy particles around the planet can survive against the radiation of the host star.

The best-fit values of θ = 50.6◦ for solution 1 implies a significantly tilted ring with respect

to the orbital plane, and θ = 12.4◦ for solution 2 implies a slightly tilted ring. We examine the

stability of those tilted rings on the basis of a simple tidal theory. Under the assumption that the

ring axis is aligned with the planetary spin, the damping timescale of the ring axis is equal to that

for the orbital and equatorial planes of the planet to be coplanar. This time-scale is given by a

tidal theory (e.g. Santos et al. 2015):

τtidal =
PorbQ

9πk2

ρp
ρs

(
ap
R⋆

)3

≃
GP 3

orbQ

27π2k2
ρp

= 1.25× 1017 yr

(
Porb

2.0× 105 day

)3(2.3× 10−4

k2/Q

)(
ρp

0.70 g cm−3

)
, (14)

where Porb is an orbital period, Q is a dissipation factor, and k2 is the second Love number. If

we adopt k2/Q = 2.3 × 10−4 (Lainey et al. 2012) and ρp = 0.70 gcm−3 (Cox 2000) of Saturn, the

damping timescale is sufficiently long. Thus, the best-fit configurations are consistent with the spin

damping theory even under the assumption that the equatorial plane of the planet is coplanar with

the ring plane. Thus, the tilted rings of our best-fits also imply the non-vanishing obliquity of the

planet.

6.3. Possibilities other than a ringed planet

We have to admit that it is very difficult to prove the existence of ring merely from our current

model fit. Nevertheless it is difficult to explain the feature form other models. In this section,

we examine various possibilities that may potentially account for the light curve of KIC 10403228

without the presence of a ring.

6.3.1. Oblate planet

A significant oblateness of a single planet may mimic a ring-like anomaly during a transit.

Indeed our model reduces to an oblate planet if we set Rp = 0, Rin = 0, and T = 1.0 with an
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• Expected number of transits (if all Kepler stars have KIC 10403228 b)

• Estimated equilibrium temperature 

• Tidal damping time of planetary spin

Not big, but not unlikely

Sufficiently cold for ice particles to survive

Sufficiently long for obliquity not to damp
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Planet + noise out of transit

Oblate planet

Gravity darkening

Spot crossing

Possible Models

unlikely

Comment

Bad fitting + best-fit 
oblateness is unphysical

Statistically detailed analysis 
excluded this possibility
Rotational period is too long 
for GD to make signals 

Anomaly is inconsistent with 
expected signals

unlikely

unlikely

unlikely

Other possible models without ringed planet

Every possible models other than 
ringed planet model are unlikely
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• We searched long-period planetary candidates for rings

• We found a possible candidate of a ringed planet

Conclusion

6

θ = 50.6 deg 
φ = 43.4 deg 

Rp/R★ =0.29 
Rin/Rp=1.26 
Rout/Rp = 2.46 

+1 day0 day-1 day

Solution 1

θ = 12.4 deg 
φ = 72.0 deg 

Rp/R★ =0.45 
Rin/Rp=1.59 
Rout/Rp =2.55  

+1 day0 day-1 day

Solution 2

KIC&10403228
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where a/R⋆ = 30000 is the fiducial value estimated from equation (10), tobs,dur is a observational

period, and Ntarget is the number of target stars. The adopted values of tobs,dur and Ntarget are the

typical values of Kepler. The estimated ntra is not big, but not so unlikely.

For fitting, we adopt P = 200, 000 days, and q1 and q2 from the official catalog of Kepler.

In summary, there are nine free parameters, t0, Rp/R⋆, b, a/R⋆, and ci(i = 0 ∼ 4) for the model

without the ring, and five additional parameters θ,φ, rin/p, rout/in and T for the model with ring.

We set the initial values of ci(i = 0 ∼ 4) to those obtained from a polynomial curve fitting for the

out-of-transit data.

First, we fit the planet alone model to the data. The blue line in Figure 9 is the best-fit model

without the ring. The best-fit parameters are listed in Table 4. The residuals from the fit clearly

have some systematic features, and the planet alone model fails to fully explain the light curve,

in particular, around 745.8 day (BKJD) in Figure 9. Therefore, we attempt to interpret the data

with the ringed planet model. After trying a lot of initial values for fitting, we finally find two

solutions, which give at least local minimums of χ2 in Equation (B4). Figure 9 shows the fitting

results of both fitting in the red and green lines. The best-fit parameters are shown in Table 4.

The geometrical configurations for both solutions are shown in Figure 10. Clearly, models with the

ring significantly improve the fit without ring.

In Table 4, values of Rp, Rin, and Rout are calculated on the assumption of R⋆ = 0.33± 0.05R⊙
(Wang et al. 2015). It turns out that the resulting ratio of ring and planet radii is similar to that

of Saturn: Rin ≃ 1.5Rp and Rout ≃ 2.0Rp.
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